World History - Fairy Tale Assignment

Directions:

Today you will be using the 4 block storyboard to write a short fairy tale of your imagination. The fairy tale will be done through pictures, **NO WORDS**. Remember, all fairy tales had their characters teach a lesson (a moral), whether that be with a happy ending or not. Use the guidelines below to help you set up your fairy tale.

**How To Write A Fairy Tale:**

**3 Steps to developing the tale:**

1) Decide on the characters you would like to include in the tale. Will there be a trapped princess? A lost lamb? Four pigs? Be inspired by other fairy tales, such as "The Three Little Pigs" or "Snow White". There are a lot of stories to choose from.

2) Create a setting. A broken down castle? A farm in the middle of nowhere? A cabin or hovel in the woods?

3) Write your plot line. A good way to do this is by drawing a rainbow shape across the page. Then, start at the bottom right and work your way up. The arch of the rainbow should be the climax, where the story is at its worst. It should get better from there (if it's a story with a happy ending.)

**Remember you are using only pictures.**